
Appendix Illustrations 

Meaningful map of assassination area; ditto, Tippit killing scene 
(optional) 

Moyomade route, first page, Dallas Horning News, 11/22/63 

The Bag, Exhibit 142, showing strong creases but no sign of rifle 

The Paine garage, Exhibit 1429 (1711157) 

Dooley Plaza - the Report's picRure and any docent one commercially 
available (other illegible exhibits from the Report are desirable 
but not nocessary) 

The Altgens picture, full negative, two pages wide, with Report's 
cropped version in corner showing suppression of essential 
ovidence 

The Police (Studebaker) photo of the found rifle, showing his leg in 
picture (others, showing shell where it could not be, no bag 
where it should be, are desirable) 

Newsweek diagram following leaking of FBI report 

Destruction of evidence - signs, tree reinoval,pruning, eto„ if clear 
enough 

Exhibit 399, the "unmutilated" bullet 

Seoret Service fakery: the Connally wound charts (Exhibit 689, etc., 
1711157), Addition of measured angles desirable 

Reconstruction photos vs. Zapruder originals 

New Orleans passport teletype (the overnight passport) (Optional) 

Copy of letter renounoing!Us  S. citizenship; language from passport 
application (optional); Marine Corps letter accompanying first 
passport application (optional); application for new passport 
in Moscow (optional) 

Autopsy: Exhibits 385, 386 vs. original autopsy chart; altered 
autopsy draft; regular official autopsy form (blank - none used) 

Copies of Markham tape transcription showing perjury vs. testimony 
(optional) 

Oswald when oaptured - hair not in disarray (optional) 

Frame 225 (optional), showing President's degree of reaction, Connally's 
position (optional) 

The boxes in the window (Willis, Dillard, polloo - optional) 
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Appendix illustrations - 2 

Men standing and sitting at the window (optional) 

LIFE shot of reoonatruotion with wide open window (Optional) 

McClellandla handwritten report (fatal injury, left temple wound 

optional) 

TSBD seoond-floor chart (optimal) 

Zapruder shot of president's position when bit in head (optional) 
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